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5IF7PMLTXBHFO *%�� JT UIF ˎDPVQFˏ WFSTJPO PG *%�� XIJDI JT BDSPTTPWFS GBNJMZ 467�TUZMF FMFDUSJD WFIJDMF� "OE CZ ˎDPVQFˏXF EPOˏU NFBO JU MPTFT UIF SFBS EPPST CVU UIBU JU HFUT B NPSFGBTUCBDL�MJLF TMPQJOH SFBS SPPG�MJOF� $ZOJDBM CVU FOUJDJOH NBSLFUJOHUFSNJOPMPHZ BTJEF UIFSFˏT OP RVFTUJPO UIF *%�� JT UIF CFUUFS�MPPLJOH TJCMJOH BOE DPNQBSFE UP JUT TNBMMFS *%�� UIJT JT UIF NPSFHSPXO�VQ QSPQPTJUJPO�5IFSFˏT TPNF TJNJMBSJUZ UP UIF *%�� JO UIF

GSPOUBM TUZMJOH JODMVEJOH UIF CMBDL BOE XIJUF MBSHF 78 SPVOEFMT�&WFO UIF EJBNPOE HSBQIJD NPUJG JO UIF IFBEMJHIUT PG UIJT DBSFDIPFT UIPTF TFFO PO UIF D�QJMMBS PG UIF *%��� #VU XIJMF UIF *%��GFFMT GVOLJFS BOENPSF SBEJDBM UIF *%���� HPFT UIF NPSFUSBEJUJPOBM SPVUF JO JUT FYUFSJPS EFTJHO BOE GPS TPNF DVTUPNFSTUIBUˏT OP CBE UIJOH� � �3FBE UIF GVMM SFWJFX BOE XBUDI UIFMN QSFTFOUFE CZ 4IBI[BE 4IFJLI BU

Alpine A110 GT
Volkswagen ID.4



*G Z5IF "MQJOF "��� TQPSUT DBS XBT BDUVBMMZ JOUSPEVDFE JO ����CVU IBSLT CBDL FWFO GVSUIFS UP UIF ��������� "MQJOF "���EFTDSJCFE BT B #FSMJOFUUF 	UIF 'SFODI WFSTJPO PG #FSMJOFUUB
PUIFSXJTF EFTDSJCFE BT B TNBMM UXP�EPPS DPVQF� 5IF OFX WFSTJPOGSPN "MQJOF 	XIJDI JT PXOFE CZ 3FOBVMU
 JT EFTJHOFE CZ QVUUJOHUSBDJOH QBQFS PWFS UIF TIBQF PG UIF PSJHJOBM ��T DBS BOE

JODSFBTJOH UIF EJNFOTJPOT QSPQPSUJPOBUFMZ JO FBDI EJSFDUJPO� 1MVTTNPPUIJOH PVU UIF TVSGBDFT GPS CFUUFS BFSP GBSJOH JO UIF SBMMZMJHIUT BOE FTTFOUJBMMZ HJWJOH JU UIF ��TU DFOUVSZ UPVDI� �� 3FBEUIF GVMM SFWJFX BOE XBUDI UIF MN QSFTFOUFE CZ4IBI[BE 4IFJLI BU XXX�GSFFDBSNBH�DPN

Alpine A110 GT
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In highly original condition, 19ft long and powered by an ex-aircraft 27-litre Merlin engine, the car’s legendary history is whollyintertwined with that of its creator, John Dodd, who passed away aged 90, in December 2022 he east’s rolling chassis,
howe er, started life in 19 , b ilt by a l Jameson as a road-going car originally powered by a 27-litre Meteor olls- oyce
engine John Dodd, who b ilt the car’s gearbox, e ent ally ac ired and sent it to anta od aceway owners ibre lass
epairs to be bodied It was then that it gained a olls- oyce grille and mascot, in a nod to the engine’s pro enance old byXXX�DBSBOEDMBTTJD�DPN GPS KVTU b�����XIJDI JT TPNFUIJOH PG B CBSHBJO�

sells for £72,500

The Beast is Back



ClassicMarket

Sold For £25,250

c stom interior incl des a ban of red
switches which are sed to initiate the starting
se ence for the Merlin engine he front

s spension ses stin elements whilst the rear is
deri ed from a Jag ar J12 and sports a hea y-
d ty rrie axle he heart of he east is its
nat rally-aspirated 12 Merlin engine which

reportedly deli ers aro nd 7 0bhp at the ywheel
In 197 the recorded the car at a top speed of
1 mph he inness oo of ecords listed it
as the most powerf l road car in the world in 1977
el economy won’t brea any records howe er at

a reported two mpg
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CarTrouble The
Trouble

with
Cameras The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

The key to making 15 minute prison zones work is cameras/ especially those ANPR ones. Just take
a look at this Transport for London press release. Not for the future inmates to read then they

might find out that data is being shared with the police.

ANPRNightmare
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Politicians are never on your side. The above had to borrow a
supermarket worker’s Kia to pretend he was one of us. Yet he is

fully on board with Net Zero, the end game being to stop you
buying a brand new petrol or diesel car in 2030. Politicians do not

understand or like drivers, except the taxes that we pay.

Prime Minister for a few
moments Liz Truss - Biker.
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CarTroubleANPRNightmare
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Small Cars are in danger,
replaced by two ton battery

vehicles. Motor
manufacturers are not

helping matters by deleting
entire model lines, see Ford

Fiesta (Not pictured).
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ANPRNightmare

Why we are here...
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Local authorities want to put you in a cell. Here is the one that Bath Council will imprison you in...

Why we are here...
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CameraCrisis
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Look out for these Cameras which are on trees and lamp posts,
apparently just counting people but they are facial recognition too.

Often used to monitor wildlife, you are clearly the problem...
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Real Italian Cars offer a great way of beating those cameras legally
in the most stylish way possible

ItalianClassic

Camera shy
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Camera shy

The Real Italian Car Company is delivering
beautifully-restored bespoke examples of the
classic Fiat 500 to new homes all over the world.

The Fiat 500 is an icon of Italy as well as being the
most a ordable and engaging way to enter the world
of Italian classic car ownership. ith easy maintenance
and ultra-low running costs the Cinq in is an
appreciating asset that doesn t cost the earth. It s also
ust as practical now as it was back in its launch year
of 5 with its compact dimensions and numerous
exemptions from current legislation making it the
perfect city car.

tiny engine that puts out negligible emissions
means that the Fiat 500 is one of the most
environmentally-conscious classic cars that anyone can buy
while retaining all of its period charm.
The innovative approach that Fiat originally took to this car is
re ected in the company that was born to make them live
again. The Real Italian Car Company isn t like any other
restoration business. It was founded by an eclectic group of
three friends all of whom live in Italy with a background in
the automotive world and motorsport.

madeo nthony and attia are also united by a passion

for Fiat s smallest masterpiece and between them they
have driven them all over the world. From the beautiful
medieval town of ucca they select the most honest
examples of these coveted superminis then restore them to
every customer s precise speci cation.

s well as working with experienced mechanics some of
whom rst worked on the Fiat 500 back when it was new
The Real Italian Car Company also bene ts from the
expertise of renowned Italian artist and furniture designer

auri io Telerma to ensure that the nishing touches are
ex uisitely detailed. lternatively they can be adapted to
each customer s exact re uirement ensuring that no two
cars are exactly the same.

wide variety of Fiat 500s are available produced
between 5 and 5 and one innovation from The Real
Italian Car Company is the birthday car concept a car built
in the year or on the date of the recipient s birth complete
with a removable pla ue designed by Telerma to celebrate
the anniversary.

For less than the price of a high-end watch it s possible
to buy a fully-restored classic car that can be used every
day a true legend of the automotive world. From the very
rst 500 with its trademark suicide doors to the
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ClassicAuction
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customised olly beach buggies made famous by ianni
gnelli there s a Fiat 500 for everyone. nd The Real Italian

Car Company can nd it for you directly from its home in
Italy ready to be fully-prepared for a new life elsewhere.
The Real Italian Car Company is part of a bigger group that
includes Real Italian Catering and Real Italian omes
meaning that the group does food and houses as well as
cars. hat all three have in common is the authentically
Italian passion and authenticity that goes into them
customers are welcome to stay with us in Tuscany and eat
our food as well as buy a car For those wishing to try out a
Fiat 500 before buying we also have a rental business in

ucca where interested drivers can take the wheel and

discover the beautiful Tuscan countryside at a suitable
sedate pace.

nthony eacock a well-known automotive ournalist who
founded the business together with rally driver attia ita
and local landowner medeo Ra aelli roven ali
commented The Fiat 500 is a fantastic car to drive and a
true landmark of Italian engineering. e locate the very best
examples and restore them to every customer s exact
speci cation. It feels like taking a little piece of Italy with you
wherever you go it s impossible to drive these cars without
a smile on your face

https://www.realitaliancars.co /
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CarTrouble

Electric
Debates

Well Read

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Free Car Mag have been chatting to the movers and shakers in the industry
who may decide our automotive future. Here is a taster...

FutureChats
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ev.energy’s William Goldsmith Head of
Grid and Data Services (left)
“Well, we do a lot of things. Essentially we
are a software platform that does EV
charging and the key mission is making it
greener simpler and cheaper for everyone.
We are also an integrator and connect our
customers with the energy system in a
smart way, by working with car companies
and energy utilities. But yes we are also an
App that makes charging easier, saves
money and earns rewards and at the same
time is helping the grid.”
“ev.energy has , customers all
around the world and if you visit their
website https www.ev.energy it is clearly
laid out what they do. elping EV drivers
get the best deal, but as hinted at, there is
more as they are helping to plug a shortfall
in our energy network. “
Read more:
https://www.freecarmag.com/e e erg
g e a g mpse to a e ectr c f t re

Moshe Shlisel (above) CEO of Guard no
a leading srael based technology company,
has helped to spearhead a ervice riented
Architecture that provides an ef cient and
seamless way for manufacturers to offer
software and rmware updates, consolidate
hardware costs, and seamlessly manage
innovative and secure services for all of a
vehicle s domains thus lowering costs and
boosting performance. Apparently this
powerful and affordable software core
enables Electricity ars to operate like they
are intended.
ree ar ag didn t uite follow that and

wanted to know more and r hlisel was
kind enough to e plain what his company
does and the state of the electricity vehicle
marketplace that he is at the heart of. We
wanted to nd out if it is possible to make
electricity cars cheaper and with that, he was
off
ead more

https www.freecarmag.com electricity cars
the future

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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CarTrouble

Spinnaker
The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Our new favourite
watch maker is
Spinnaker. Here is
their latest Fleuss

Automatic
Marlborough Limited

Edition
Www.spinnaker-
watches.com

WatchesWeLove
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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MoreWatches

King Seiko
Renewed, enhanced
and as striking as
ever: the King Seiko
collection returns,
inspired by the 1965
King Seiko KSK.

https://
www.seikoboutique.co.

uk/
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AAVI-8’s new mepiece echoes he inne
coc pi o he iconic mp e i c
o i on esi n n i is s ppo e

e i e n p ecise p nese
m nc onmo emen wi h e me
e o e isp n -ho e -o his
m nc on isp is enc se wi hin
s m ine e s in ess s ee c se
oppe wi h h ene mine ens wi h n -
e ec e co n esi n c es en om he

espo e coc pi inspi e he mepiece’s s i
mes wi h he pp ie in e es co e wi h

wiss me o p o i e o i h is o h
inno e n e i e

h ps i-8 co

AVI-8
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Image below Copyright Radford Cars James Hunt Vauxhall Motors

PeterSellars&JamesHunt

“ I loveCars.
CarsareFreedom”

“Thesumoflifehas
tobepleasure”

Image Copyright Radford Cars
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“ I loveCars.
CarsareFreedom”

“Thesumoflifehas
tobepleasure”

Image Copyright Radford Cars



,IBOˏT ˑMUIZ˒ QPMMVUFE BJS PG -POEPO JT JO UIF TFDPOE MPXFTU 8)0 DBUFHPSZ PG ˑJOUFSJN UBSHFU ˒ ���� NJDSP HSBNT QFS NFUSF DVCFE JO UIFUPQ ��� PG HMPCBM DJUJFT�
#FUUFS UIBO "NTUFSEBN 1BSJT PS 3PNF PS #FSMJO FUD� -PXFS UIBO ��� PG UIF 8PSMEˏT DJUJFT� -PXFS UIBO B TQFFEJOH UVCF USBJO�
5IF UPQ FOE JT ���� 5IF MPXFTU DBUFHPSZ JT DMPTF UP OP QBSUJDMFT XIJDI DBOOPU IBQQFO JO OBUVSF BOE MFWFMT HFU IJHIFS UIF GVSUIFS GSPNPDFBOT ZPV BSF EVF UP SFT BHSJDVMUVSF EVTU�TUPSNTFUD� $PNQBSF UIF HVSFT UP UIF MPDBUJPOT� 1.���T PDDVS OBUVSBMMZ ˊ JOEVTUTUPSNT SFT BHSJDVMUVSF FUD�
4P -POEPO JT DMPTF UP BT MPX BT XF DBO HFU XJUI DPOUJOVFE FDPOPNJD BDUJWJUZ� 8IP LOFX /PU ,IBO BQQBSFOUMZ� #VU IF JT BEWJTFE CZFYQFSUT4P FJUIFS IF JT ˊ PS UIFZ BSF ˊ MZJOH�
3FBE UIF #SJMMJBOU GVMM BSUJDMF IFSF� IUUQT���BCE�PSH�VL�EFNPMJUJPO�PG�UIF�KVOL�TDJFODF�CFIJOE�BJS�RVBMJUZ�MFHJUJNJTFE�NPCJMJUZ�SFTUSJDUJPO�NFBTVSFT�

Don’t Believe the Junk
Science on Air Quality

4VQQPSU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 'BDFCPPL� IUUQ���XXX�GBDFCPPL�DPN�BMMJBODFPGCSJUJTIESJWFST'PMMPX 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 5XJUUFS� IUUQ���UXJUUFS�DPN�5IF"#%7JTJU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST XFCTJUF� IUUQ���XXX�BCE�PSH�VL�



Howard Cox, Founder of FairFuel a I
am delighted our intense campaigning and
lobbying with so many in touch MPs, led by Priti
Patel, Craig Mackinlay and Jonathan Gullis, has
been highly effective in convincing the
Chancellor to keep Fuel Duty frozen he
longest ever consumer ta levy freeze,
thankfully continues It would be churlish not to
warmly thank Mr unt for today s welcome
news, even though drivers actually wanted a cut
in this regressive ta he Chancellor has
inteligently ignored that ovember
bombshell forecasted rise in duty announced by
the , by being pragmatic and listening to
our fact based economic reasoning emember,

this is a road user levy that hits the poor
hardest and dictates economic growth, cost
of living, and obs oday s favourable scal
announcement will be received very well by
motorists, small businesses, low income
families, and truckers ut it s time the
reasury ensures the unchecked pro teering

on the forecourts via the secretive price
manipulation in the fuel supply chain is at
last, made transparent, fair, and honest he
Government must urgently introduce
Pump atch

Fuel Duty Frozen



Free Car Mag
Is being watched...

https://youtu.be/Sg0FdJ8m230
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5PDPNNFNPSBUF UIF ��UI BOOJWFSTBSZPG UIF MBVODI PG UIF UIJSE HFOFSBUJPO3PWFS ��� 	3�
 UIF 3PWFS ��� � ���0XOFST $MVC IBT QVCMJTIFE BO �� QBHF GVMMDPMPVS CPPLMFU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPOT GSPNNBOZ PG UIF 3PWFS (SPVQ UFBN UIBU XFSFJOWPMWFE XJUI UIF EFWFMPQNFOU BOE MBVODIPG UIF DBS� 5IJT CPPLMFU JT BWBJMBCMF UPQVSDIBTF POMJOF GPS b�� GSPN UIF DMVC�IUUQT���XXX�SPWFS����PSH�VL�TIPQ

0MEDBST EPOˏU EJF UIFZ TJNQMZ CFDPNF#BOHFST� "PSEBCMF QSBDUJDBM BOESFMJBCMF USBOTQPSUBUJPO GPS UIF QFPQMF�5IFZ EPOˏU OFFE UP TQFOE B GPSUVOF PO BCSBOE OFXNPUPS HFU JOUP EFCU PS USBQQFEJOUP B TQJSBM PG EFTQBJS CFUUFS LOPXO BT BOFBTZ QBZNFOU TDIFNF� 0UIFST NBZTQFDJDBMMZ XBOU B #BOHFS 7BO -VYP#BOHFSPS )BQQZ 4IPQQFS 	TFF JOTJEF GPS EFUBJMT
�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that support
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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WorldofBooks

This really was the golden
age for Bangers and
absolutely remarkable

collection of vehicles, not all of
which are regarded as
collectible, yet. Bangerpedia
contains over 8 models on
o er in the car market, with
descriptions, basic
speci cations, brief buying tips
and a ridiculous rating system.
ot every car produced in the

199 to period, but the
ones think are Bangers or
perhaps that you should steer
clear of. will have limited
numbers that you can buy
directly from me email me
ames bangernomics.com for
availability and also a digital
D version that will send you

a download link to once you pay.
may have some paperbacks
which am happy to sign.

et the digital version for
.99 from...

www.bangernomics.com

This is a daft book, where the
Bangernom B e has been
cut and shut into a collection of

almost Top Tips about how to run
an older car. Best left in the smallest
room in the house for everyone to
en oy. ots of pictures, not too many
words, and possibly the odd thing you
didn t already know.

et the digital version for 1
from...

www.bangernomics.com

James Ruppert e plains why
erman cars from the 198 s

were uite simply, wunderbar.
Because when it came to build uality,
reliability and performance every other
car made anywhere else in the world
was rubbish.Ruppert details how all
these companies progressed to the
198 s and ust what they did when
they got there. uckily he was there
too, ogging B s at the prestigious
est nd howroom, in ark ane to

yuppies, lm stars and anyone else who
could a od the non refundable 1
deposit. www.bangernomics.com

The true story of what happened to
the British ar ndustry from
19 until it e ectively ended

with the implosion of Rover in
. t occurred to me that my Dads

car owning, driving and buying history
from a Triumph ay ower to a
olf was a great way of in ecting some

social history into it all. also wondered
whether his decision in the 19 s to
buy an udi triggered the downfall, or
was it the inept motor industry
management, stupid commie unions or
meddling governments. think we
know the answer, but it is fun nding
out and there some good stories along
the way. There are also tons of small
black and white pictures of cars and
people from the era, plus all the cars
that my Dad bought. any of the cars
featured have become Bangernomics
legends.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.
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'SFF $BS .BH JT OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BH JO UIF FOUJSF LOPXO6OJWFSTF BOE UIBUˏT PDJBM TP QMFBTFUVSO VQ UP TFF XIBU XFNJHIU CFEPJOH JO BNPOUIˏT UJNF� 8F IBWF OPJEFB BCPVU UIF EFUBJMT FYDFQU UIBU UIFTUPSJFT XJMM SFFDU XIBU JT IBQQFOJOHPO UIF GSPOU MJOF BHBJOTU BVUPUZSBOOZ�4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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